Liquid crystals offer several advantages as solvents for molecules used for nuclear magnetic resonance quantum computing (NMRQC). The dipolar coupling between nuclear spins manifest in the NMR spectra of molecules oriented by a liquid crystal permits a significant increase in clock frequency, while short spin-lattice relaxation times permit fast recycling of algorithms, and save time in calibration and signal-enhancement experiments. Furthermore, the use of liquid crystal solvents offers scalability in the form of an expanded library of spin-bearing molecules suitable for NMRQC. These ideas are demonstrated with the successful execution of a 2-qubit Grover search using a molecule ( 13 C 1 HCl 3 ) oriented in a liquid crystal and a clock speed eight times greater than in an isotropic solvent. Perhaps more importantly, five times as many logic operations can be executed within the coherence time using the liquid crystal solvent.
Quantum computations have been done using NMR techniques to manipulate ensembles of coupled nuclear spins (qubits) in molecules in solution.
[1] Isotropic solvents are favorable for NMRQC experiments since the narrow, well-resolved NMR lines satisfy the dual requirements of individual spin addressability and long coherence time. [2] However, the quantum computer clock is slow, since the time required to execute logic gates is approximately 1/2J seconds [3] where J, the strength of the spin-spin scalar coupling that persists in isotropic solution, is typically less than 300 Hz for organic solutes. [4] In liquid crystal solvents, however, the solute molecules become partially oriented against a background of rapid Brownian motion, resulting in well-resolved NMR spectra characterized by dipolar coupling between nuclear spins, which can be as large as 10 kHz. [5] Thus, the NMRQC clock in liquid crystal solvents can be much faster. Several other advantages of using liquid crystals for NMRQC experiments are outlined below.
The behavior of N coupled spins in a molecule dissolved in an isotropic liquid in an external magnetic field is given by the Hamiltonian
where ν i is the resonance frequency (Hz), I zi is the z component of the angular momentum operator, and J ij is the strength of the scalar coupling (Hz). [6] For two spins A and B, which yield a first order NMR spectrum, i.e. |ν A − ν B | >> |J|, Eq.(1) becomes ) [6] 
The time evolution of spins under H
• liq permits the use of relatively simple pulse sequences to do NMR quantum computing. [3] The clock frequency, f clock , for an NMR quantum computer based on a two-spin system with a scalar coupling of 200 Hz is given by 2|J| ≈ 400 Hz.
The Hamiltonian for N spins in a molecule dissolved in a liquid crystal solvent is
A dipolar term now appears because the molecules are partially oriented and the resonance frequency ν ′ i includes the effects of molecular orientation and chemical shift anisotropy. [5] The dipolar coupling strength D, which also depends on the orientation, is typically 100 Hz to 10 kHz. However, the pulse sequences used for NMRQC in isotropic liquids can not be applied because of the form of the spin operators in Eq.(3). [7] For a 2-spin system with a first order spectrum, Eq.(3) becomes [8] 
Since Eq. (4) has the same form as Eq. (2), the pulse sequences that have been used successfully for NMRQC in isotropic solution [1] can be applied directly to liquid crystal solutions, permitting computations with f clock = 2|(J + 2D)| Hz, a frequency that can be much higher than 2|J|.
This is borne out in Table I which shows the 13 C -1 H coupling strength, spin-lattice relaxation time (T 1 ) and spin-spin relaxation (decoherence) time (T 2 ) for 13 C and 1 H in chloroform ( 13 C 1 HCl 3 ) in both liquid crystal and isotropic solution at ambient temperature.
[9] The 13 C-1 H coupling in the liquid crystal (ZLI-1167 [10] ) is eight times larger than the scalar coupling in acetone-d 6 , corresponding to a computer with a clock that is eight times faster. The product of the shortest coherence time and the clock frequency T 2 f clock = 2T 2 J, which approximates the number of gates that can be executed while maintaining coherence, may be used as a figure of merit. The data in Table I show that
meaning that more complex algorithms requiring five times as many logic operations can be executed using this solute/liquid-crystal-solvent system. The chloroform 13 C and 1 H spin-lattice relaxation times are about 12 times shorter in ZLI-1167 than in acetone-d 6 .
Since all NMRQC algorithms as well as NMR experiments used to set up and calibrate the spectrometer require a polarization time of 5T 1 s, an order of magnitude savings in time can be significant, and will become more so as the number of qubits increases. This advantage will also be manifest when the sensitivity must be increased by co-addition of the signal from several successive NMRQC experiments, or when procedures which require multiple experiments such as quantum state tomography [11] are used to diagnose the operation of quantum algorithms.
Another advantage of using liquid crystals as solvents for NMRQC is that they permit a wider choice of spin-bearing molecules that may be suitable for NMRQC. Dipolar coupling, which is manifest in the NMR spectra of oriented molecules, requires only proximity between the spins of interest. As a result, two spins that are separated by several bonds In order to show that quantum computations can be done successfully using liquidcrystal solution NMR, we have implemented the Grover search algorithm [13] using 13 C 1 HCl 3 dissolved in ZLI-1167. The goal of the search is as follows: given a function f (x), find the unknown element x 0 among four possible elements 00,01,10,11 -represented by the four spinproduct states |00 , |01 , |10 , |11 -which satisfies f (x 0 ) = 1, where f (x) = 0 for the other three elements. Classically, this would take an average of 2.25 attempts, while one query is sufficient using the Grover algorithm. The carbon and proton spins were first prepared in an effective pure state created by temporal labeling [14] followed by a previously used Grover protocol. [15] The prediction is that the algorithm will put the spins in the state |x 0 . The 13 C and 1 H readout spectra for the four possible x 0 are shown in Fig. 1 . As predicted for two spins in an effective pure state, the value of x 0 is clearly indicated by the amplitude and phase of the two resonance lines in the 13 C and 1 H spectra. Measurement of the deviation density matrix using quantum state tomography [11] , confirms the output states to be as theoretically predicted; Fig. 2 shows that for x 0 = 11, the final state of the spins is the state This work was performed under the auspices of the DARPA NMRQC initiative. 
